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July 20, 1970

A Black Resources Center
is being established at
BLACK
to be opened soon in
wsu,
RESOURCES
area on the
study
the
CENTER
first floor of Millett,
adjacent to the University Library.
The Center is the result of a series
of conferences between black students, including members of the Committee for the
Advancement of Black Unity (CABU), and
President BRAGE GOLDING. The meetings
followed a list of demands presented by
the students to the president.
The Center will provide a permanent
facility for meetings, office space and
display area. Presentation of music, art,
literature, dance, drama and the historical
framework surrounding these elements of
culture are envisioned by CABU members.
Although the area will be administered
by blacks the University insisted that it
ust be open, as an educational experience,
to all University community members.
Better communication and understanding between races and opportunity for cultural identity among blacks are two expected positive results. CABU members, led by
a five-man ministry, are visiting other
universities in Ohio and consulting with
experts in the field to develop the project.
Financing for the Center has not
been determined yet, although Dean of
Students BRUCE LYON expects the funds to
come from student activity fees.

ROBERT MEADOWS, Education, will become principal at the troubleridden Colonel White
High School this fall.
Dr. Meadows takes a great deal of experience with him, including a recent substituting experience at Roosevelt High School.
Students at Roosevelt were hostile
and apathetic with sixty percent of them
tardy every day and forty percent absent.
Dr. Meadows and some other teachers who
became interested in his efforts decided
to rewrite the program for English and
language arts.
The 55-minute class was broken down
into three modules. The first 20-minute
module was spent on "word attack" probThe students were able to do the
lems.
work easily but if they were late they
were not allowed to participate.
The second module, also 20 minutes,
was spent developing concepts of interest
to them such as being a friend, black
identity and loneliness. Many different
means of communications were made available to the students.
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(continued on page 2)

FIVE EUROPEAN STUDENTS VISITED
Wright State last Wednesday as part of
the Experiment in International Living.
The group's eight-week visit to the
Dayton area is being sponsored by the
Dayton Council on World Affairs.
The students met with five WSU students and set out to tour the campus.
At noon they had lunch in the private
dining room at the University Center with
heir students hosts and KENNETH
DAVENPORT, International Student Adviser
and Assistant Dean of Students.
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A recent Administrative
Memorandum, No. 70-13, has
MEMOS OF
established a safety proINTEREST
gram. All personnel and
students should report any condition they
think might be hazardous to the person in
charge of the area involved or to Security.
Anyone who is injured on the campus
should report to the Clinic, or if that
is closed, to the Security Office.
A University Safety Committee will
meet once each month to review reports,
develop plans for improvement and recommend changes to the President.
In a General Memorandum, No. 70-2,
Dr. GOLDING asked that members of the University community heed his request that in
the unlikely case of a violent disturbance
on campus, all people not involved follow
the evacuation procedure at the sounding of
the established alarm system and also leave
He stressed
the campus if at all possible.
that many "innocent bystanders" on other
campuses have become unnecessarily involved.
When construction begins
on the addition to the
University Center, some
changes in operation will
be enacted. The cafeteria will be divided
and a new serving line added. The present
private dining room will become the serving area for resident students and for
those who wish to pay a stipulated fee for
complete meals. The a la carte service
and the snack line in the present area
will continue.
Some curtailment of private functions
will be necessary, but the Center will try
t ~ provide facilities for special events.
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A legislative committee
on campus disorders in
Ohio will visit WSU on
July 28 and 29 as part
of their state wide
study of that problem.
Open hearings will be held in the
University Center and anyone who feels
he has something to contribute is invited
to participate. In order to budget time
those who wish to testify are asked to
list their names with the receptionist
in the Executive Wing, Allyn Hall.
The committee recommends that written copies of each person's testimony be
submitted.
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The rest of the class time was spent
working on independent projects of their
choice, often reading.
The students signed a contract at the
beginning of the quarter for the grades
they wanted. The work load increased as
the grade increased. A surprising number
of students, usually somewhere between 20
and 40 percent, contracted for A's and
met the requirements. Dr. Meadows felt
that this was an important part of the
program because it allowed the student to
decide how much and what kind of work he
wanted to do.
Results of "Beta Project" were increased attendance, decreased tardiness,
more teacher enthusiasm and more student
reading.
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